
Research
Project



An exciting opportunity
In the Research Project, you will have the opportunity to study an

area of interest in depth. 

It will require you to use your creativity and initiative, while

developing the research and presentation skills you will need in

further study or work. 

Throughout the project, you are in control of your own learning.



Your Choice! Up skill for the future

•research something you are interested in
•decide how you carry out your research
•decide on the way you produce your findings
•make judgements about how successful
you've been

researching (finding out information) and
presenting the results of your research
working independently
communicating clearly
planning effectively
being able to deal with problems and
setbacks

An exciting opportunity



What is the
Research Project?



Your choice
150

English
20

PLP
10 RP

10

Maths
10

A compulsory SACE
subject
Students must achieve a C– grade or
better to complete the subject successfully
and gain their SACE. 



Structure of learning and
assessment
Put simply, Research Project is a report or analysis of a specific topic of your

choice. The entire project consists of three (3) assessment tasks, which will

combine to assist you in completing your final product. 

1.Folio (planning and initial research)

2.Outcome (final product, synthesis (putting it all together) of your research)

3.Evaluation/Review (written response about the entire process) 



The Folio - 30%
In short, the folio is a collection of evidence of the planning and development of research/analysis of

the quality of research for your Research Project.



The Folio - 30%
Step 1: Brainstorm things you are interested in and then choose a topic you wish to research 

Step 2: You form a question in relation to your topic. This is the basis of your Research Project.

Step 3: You PLAN how you will answer that question. 

Step 4: You then conduct your research using Primary and Secondary sources.

Step 5: You annotate the sources to determine if they are providing you high quality information and

make connections between your research.



The Outcome - 40%
This is your actual research. Within your outcome you answer your question by showing your

findings.

You can do this written, oral presentation, documentary style video etc. It is YOUR choice.

RPB: 1500-2000 words written or 12 minutes oral. 

RPA: 1000-1500 words written 

-All sources must be referenced appropriately

 



The Evaluation - 30%
This is where you must discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each process (e.g. conducting

interviews)

Evaluate opportunities and challenges you were presented with in terms of the processes

Evaluate the quality of the outcome 

1500 words MAX report + 150 words MAX summary – must be written



Key Dates
Term 2

End of Week 9: Brainstorming, question development, planning, and
capabilities (that is, up to your researching and analysing sources)

Term 3
End of Week 1: First four pages of folio (planning and capabilities) draft

End of Week 5: Final six pages of folio (research analysis and key findings) draft

End of Week 8: Final folio

Term 4
End of Week 1: Outcome draft

End of Week 4: Final outcome

End of Week 5: Evaluation draft

End of Week 7: Final evaluation



Plan for today
Familiarise yourself with the RP Weebly site
- www.faithrpsite.weebly.com

Set up your OneNote to record your research in for the semester

Begin brainstorming, question development, and planning research processes

http://www.faithrpsite.weebly.com/


Coming up with a topic
what do you already know about that topic?

what do you want to find out about that topic?

consider whether or not there's any cross over between your topics that might allow you to

explore a number of interests

Start by writing down a few about what you're interested in and creating a brainstorming table



Narrowing down a topic
Create a mindmap/a lotus diagram/20 questions once you've selected which of your topics

you're going to pursue in RP

Once you've created the initial mindmap/diagram/question list, annotate the questions to show

you've considered the following questions when narrowing down your final topic.

Where has this idea for this question or aspect of a topic come from?
Why have you rejected some of your ideas?
Why have you considered this question or aspect of a topic?
Why are you confident that this question or topic will keep you interested?
What do you think will be your biggest challenge with this topic? 
How are you going to present your Outcome? Will this question be suitable/not?







Some previous questions
To what extent are the Australian Government being effective in supporting homeless Indigenous
adolescents? 
To what extent is nuclear energy ‘green’ energy? 
To what extent does becoming vegan affect the human body? 
To what extent does the participation in exercise (within team sport) positively impact an athlete’s
wellbeing? 
To what extent is nature or nurture more prominent in the development of criminal psychopathic
behaviours and tendencies?
To what extent do psychological and nutritional factors influence weight loss diet failure? 
To what extent has Greek mythology Influenced modern-day storytelling?
To what extent and in what ways do gender stereotypes in children’s TV and film affect a child’s
developing ideologies? 
Does toxic stress experienced during childhood affect the cognitive and physical development of
children?
What elements of a video game do developers manipulate to keep players playing so as to make profit?
Is mental health in young Australian men on the decline? To what extent does ‘Australian masculinity’
worsen the mental health of young men?  



1.How can …………………………be used to……………………………..?
2.    Is there a better way to …………………………………………………….?
3.    How can I use photography to create a ……………………………..for the
       Purpose of …………………………………………………………………..?
4.     Which ………………..is best suited for the purpose of ………………..?
5.    How can …………………….be better managed?
6.    Should ………………………………………………………..be banned?
7.    What is it like to ……………………………………………………? Compare the experience of 3-4 people in this situation.
8.    How can I design and/or make a model of a ..………………………..to illustrate ……………………..?
9.     Which ………………………. is the most effective in ………………………?
10.  To what extent is ………………………………………significant in Australian life?
11.  Create a ………………………………………for………………………….
12.  ‘If………………………it will ……………….’ (scientific investigation into this hypothesis).
13.  ‘Too little, too late.’ How accurately does this describe ………………..
14.How does the price of ……………………… vary between …………….
over a period of ………………………….? What are the factors influencing these prices?
15.How can I use participation in ……………………. to develop a…………………….
16.How can I produce ………………………….. in the style of ………………………….
17.To what extent does the film/book ………………………….....................
accurately portray ……………………………………………………………
18.To what extent did …………………….. change between ………………?



Some advice
Choose a topic that you're interested in
but not an expert in
Don't choose a topic that is super
obscure - availability of sources is
important
Stick to the deadlines
Use lesson time wisely - you are getting
5 lesson a week!
Use the examples and guides on the
Weebly site - but do what works for you
Conference with your teacher




